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Survival Phrases - Italian (Part 1)
Lessons 1-30


Stop! Before you go on...Learn more Italian at ItalianPod101.com!


Get your FREE Lifetime Account at www.ItalianPod101.com/survival1 now!


Learn twice as much, twice as fast with Survival


Phrases - Italian and ItalianPod101.com together!


In fact, most people who learn with Survival


Phrases - Italian become members of ItalianPod101.com.


It's FREE to join, and you'll get a special ItalianPod101.com member only training guide: 10 Best
Ways to Learn Italian Fast.


So what are you waiting for?


Click here to get your FREE Lifetime Account in less than a minute!


Dear Valued Customer,


Start speaking Italian in minutes, and grasp the language, culture and customs in just minutes
more with Survival Phrases - Italian, a completely new way to master the basics of Italian!
Survival Phrases - Italian will have you speaking with proper pronunciation from the very first
lesson and arm you with cultural insight and other information to utterly shock and amaze your
friends travel companions and people you meet along the way.


In Survival Phrases - Italian you will master Italian and protocol for the following situations:


Part 1 (Lessons 1-30)


★ Basic Greetings, etiquette and manners


★ Basic survival communication for every situation


★ Ordering the food you want at restaurants


★ Table manners that will impress!
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★ Basic Counting


★ Internet Cafe, not as easy as you think!


★ Finding your way in the local market and SHOPPING


★ Money exchange and tips on money usage


★ Taking the subway, long distance trains, and buses with confidence


Be sure to read the lesson notes for additional tips and information that will make learning basic
Italian and Italian culture even easier.


Best regards,


Survival Phrases - Italian -


P.S. Don't miss your opportunity to get something for nothing!


Go to ItalianPod101.com/survival1 and sign up for your


FREE lifetime account and learn even more Italian.


P.P.S. Continue on with Survival Phrases - Italian (Part 2)Lessons 31-60 also available for
purchase.


In Part 2 the following are just a few of the topics you'll master:


★ Taking a taxi without being taken advantage of


★ Getting around and asking directions and actually understanding the answer!


★ Learning Italian using Italian, and making lots of friends in the process


★ Making the most of a hotel stay, and exploring alternatives to the beaten path


★ Visiting the Post office and mailing thing home


★ Phone rentals and phone cards, don't travel without one!


★ Critical phrases for vegetarians and allergy suffers!


★ Talking to the doctor and explaining symptoms correctly


★ Getting the right medicine


★ Expressing yourself with adjectives and being understood


★ Home visits and proper protocol that will "wow" hosts


★ Getting help, this may be the most useful phrase you ever learn
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Lesson 1: Thank You!
Grazie


LESSON NOTES


Wherever your destination, manners are a must! And in this respect, Italy is no different. So
in our very first lesson, we'll be teaching you a simple phrase that is bound to come in handy
throughout your trip to Italy. Again, I can’t stress this enough, a little a bit of language can go
such a long way!


In Italian "Thank you." is "grazie".


You can emphasize 'grazie' by adding 'mille', literally "a thousand'. You could say “grazie mille”,
which would be equivalent to "thank you very much" or "thanks a lot".


PHRASES


Italian English
Grazie mille Thanks a lot
Ti ringrazio I thank you.
La ringrazio I thank you (formal).


VOCABULARY


Italian English
Grazie Thank you


QUICK TIP


There will be occasions where you will really want to show your appreciation. During occasions
such as these, you can use the verb 'ringraziare':


“I thank you” is "ti ringrazio". The first word 'ti' means 'you', or 'to you'. This is followed by the
verb, "ringrazio", which is the first person form of the verb "ringraziare", which means 'to thank'.


When speaking to an older person or someone you’ve just met, you should always use the
formal tense. The phrase is essentially the same. All you need to do is substitute 'ti' with 'la'. The
phrase will look like this: "la ringrazio"
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QUICK TIP 2


By far, 'grazie' is the most common way to thank someone.


Grazie can be used with just about anyone, anywhere and anytime. You say Grazie when
the waiter brings your food or drinks; when the clerk in the hotel takes your luggage to your
room; when somebody welcomes you, or congratulates you. The person's gender or age isn't
important; "grazie" or "grazie mille" will always be an appropriate response.
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Lesson 2: You're Welcome
Prego


LESSON NOTES


In today’s lesson we’ll continue to learn more phrases that will help you with basic etiquette.
Italians are very hospitable, and phrases of gratitude are used quite often. In Italian "You're
welcome." is "prego".


You can emphasize 'prego' by adding 'non fa niente' which means literally means "doesn’t do
anything". Its English equivalent might be "don’t mention it". You would put the two phrases
together like this: “Prego. Non fa niente.”, which would be equivalent to, "You’re welcome. Don’t
mention it."


PHRASES


Italian English
Non fa niente Don't mention it
Senz’altro Certainly


VOCABULARY


Italian English
Prego You're welcome


QUICK TIP


Another way of responding to a phrase of gratitude is ,"Senz’altro" which means "certainly". The
first word "senza" means without . This is followed by "altro", which in Italian is "other".


QUICK TIP 2


Musicians will have an advantage when learning Italian; since the 17th Century classical
music has used Italian words when giving directions, and most classical musicians need some
knowledge of Italian. For example, if a piece of music has a section 'senza violin' any violin player
from around the world will know that it's time for their break!
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Lesson 3: Please (This Please)
per favore


LESSON NOTES


Italians love it when foreigners try to speak their language. Sometimes tourists tend to fall back
on hand gestures when they need to ask for something. By combining a simple "per favore" or
"per piacere" you will never again have to gesture stupidly when asking for something in Italy.


In Italian "please" is "per favore".


The easiest way of way of using "please" is to point at something while saying "per favore". To be
more specific, you can ask for "this please", which in Italian is "questo per favore". In English, the
word for 'this' comes before 'please'. In Italian the order is the same. In Italian the word for 'this',
"questo", precedes "per favore"


Looking at the word for “this”, warrants a look at the word for “that” which is "quello". The phrase
“that please” is "quello per favore".


PHRASES


Italian English
questo per favore This please
quello per favore That please


VOCABULARY


Italian English
Per favore Please


QUICK TIP


Sometimes, when Italians want to emphasize their politeness, they will add "excuse me" before
saying "please." For instance, a customer that walks into a shop may say, "scusi per favore". The
word "scusi" is the formal way of saying "excuse me." You should always use the formal when
speaking to people whom you do not know or with people who are older than you. (See Quick
Tip2). The word "Scusi" comes from the verb "scusare" which means to excuse or to forgive.
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QUICK TIP 2


When speaking to someone young or with people you know, using the informal is acceptable.
For example, if you are buying something from a shop and the cashier happens to be young,
it's okay to say "Scusa, per favore" if you need to get his/her attention. Remember, "Scusa, per
favore" is informal for "Excuse me." When in doubt, always use the formal "scusi".
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Lesson 4: Basic Greetings
Ciao


LESSON NOTES


Italians have an endless amount of expressions for both greetings and partings. The most
common way to say "hello" and "goodbye" is "Ciao." Remember, while "Ciao" is the most
common way to greet someone, it's used primarily with younger people and with people you
know. When addressing someone older than you or a person you are meeting for the first time,
it's best to use the formal expression, "salve".


Then there are expressions that are used according to what time of day it is. For instance,
"Buongiorno" is used to say "Good Morning" but it can also be used to see good day. Though not
as widely used but still acceptable, "Buon pomeriggio" is said in the early afternoon .


VOCABULARY


Italian English
Ciao Hello or Goodbye (Informal)
Salve Hello or Goodbye (Formal)
Buongiorno Good morning
Buon pomeriggio Good afternoon
Buonasera Good evening
Buonanotte Good night


QUICK TIP


During your trip, you'll notice that around mid to late afternoon, Italians switch over to
"Buonasera." This is used to say good evening even though it may only be just late afternoon.
"Buonasera" is also used as way of saying goodbye. When Italians part ways, they often
say "Buonasera" to say goodbye, but also to wish others a good evening. Then there's the
expression, "Buonanotte." One might be tempted to say this in the evening with friends or in a
group of people you may be with. However, be careful! "Buonanotte" is only typically used when
you know the person is about to go to sleep and you want to wish them a "good night."
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QUICK TIP 2


It's very common for Italians to exchange kisses on both cheeks when saying "hello" and
"goodbye." Kisses are typically exchanged among people who know but it is not uncommon for
an Italian that you are meeting for the first time to kiss you as well. Wait and follow their lead in
order to avoid any awkwardness.
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Lesson 5: Parting greetings (Goodbye)
arrivederci


LESSON NOTES


The most common and simple phrase to use when saying goodbye is "arrivederci."  And since
Italians are very friendly people, they often exchange kisses on both cheeks while saying this.
This is often common practice even  with people they've just met.  If you're unsure, or feel
uncomfortable stick to the formal tense (See Quick Tip 1) and extend your hand for a handshake.


A parting expression that can be used for all occasions is "arrivederci" which literally means
"goodbye".


The  word "Ciao"as seen in the previous lesson, also means "goodbye".


When parting or saying goodbye at night there is the greeting "Buona sera". The first word
"Buona" means "good". This is followed by "sera", which in Italian is "evening".


PHRASES


Italian English
A presto See you soon
Ci vediamo presto See you soon


VOCABULARY


Italian English
Arrivederci Goodbye (Informal)
Arrivederla Goodbye (Formal)


QUICK TIP


Sometimes it will be more appropriate to use the formal tense when saying goodbye. In Italian,
"arrivederla" is used with elders, people of a certain profession (i.e. lawyers, doctors, professors,
etc.) and of course, with strangers.
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QUICK TIP 2


“When I was in Italy, I used these phrases at one of my favorite cafés in Rome. At Momart Café 
near Rome’s La Sapienza University, I was a regular. I would go there almost every Wednesday
evening with a friend to catch up over dinner. After dinner was through and we begin to part out
ways, the restaurant staff always said to me, “A presto Signorina.”  They’d say “a presto” instead
of “arrivederci” because they knew they’d be seeing me soon.
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Lesson 6: Where is the Bathroom?
Dov’è il bagno?


LESSON NOTES


When travelling in Italy, probably one of the first things you'll notice is the shortage of public
bathrooms. When they exist, you'll see signs that say "WC" which means literally "Water Closet."
Most public bathrooms have a bathroom attendant or a custodian who cleans the bathrooms.
While technically, there is no fee to enter and use the bathroom, it is suggested that you leave a
tip. Thirty-forty euro cents is acceptable. To ask where the public bathrooms are you should say,
Dov'è il bagno pubblico? Whenever public bathrooms are not available, you may have to stop in
a nearby restaurant or café to use theirs (See Quick Tip1).


In Italian "Where is the bathroom?" is Dov’è il bagno?


The first word Dov’è" means "where". It is followed by il, which in Italian is the. Finally comes
the last word bagno which means "bathroom". Dov’è il bagno? literally this means "where is the
bathroom?"


I servizi also means "bathrooms". Dove sono which means "Where are" come before the
word servizi. So, all together we have Dove sono i servizi. Literally this means "Where are the
bathrooms?".


Now when you finally get to the bathroom there may be one last hurdle. In some instances, only
the Italian is written on the doors! What to do, what to do? The word men is uomini . The word for
women is donne.


PHRASES


Italian English
Dov’è il bagno? Where is the bathroom?
Bagno pubblico Public bathroom
C’è un bagno? Is there a bathroom?
Posso usare il bagno? May I please use the bathroom?


VOCABULARY


Italian English
Servizi bathrooms
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Italian English
Donne Women
Uomini Men
Ragazze Girls
Ragazzi Boys


QUICK TIP


If you can't find the public bathrooms, chances are you'll have to stop in a local café or restaurant
to use their bathrooms. However, you'll find that café and restaurant owners may not be so
forthcoming in allowing you to use their restrooms. Occasionally, you may even see a sign
posted outside the bathrooms that says, Riservati solo per clienti which means "reserved for
customers only." Here's a tip, if you buy a bottle of water or a pack of gum, the staff won't
give you any problems about using their bathroom. Then, after you've purchased something,
you'll also feel a lot more comfortable asking, Scusi, posso usare il bagno? This phrase means
"Excuse me, may I please use the restroom?" (See Quick Tip2)


QUICK TIP 2


An easier way of asking for a bathroom is, C'è un bagno? In English, this means "Is there a
bathroom?" On the bathroom doors you may see the words Donne which means "Women" and
Uomini which means " Men." Other words that you may see are Ragazze which means "Girls"
and Ragazzi which means "Boys."
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Lesson 7: Can You Speak English?
Parla inglese?


LESSON NOTES


Because Italians are such warm and friendly people, they'll always be willing to help out a tourist
in difficulty. But that doesn't mean that all Italians speak English. If find yourself in difficulty and
need to find someone who speaks English, you'll ask: Parla Inglese? Hopefully, the person will
speak enough English for you to understand in order to help you out.


In Italian Parla inglese? is "Can you speak English?". The first word Parla means "To speak". It is
followed by Inglese, which in Italian is "English".


The phrase that we just learned is in the formal tense. You should always use the above phrase
in situations with people you don’t know or elders.


When speaking to younger people, it’s acceptable to use the informal tense. You will say in
Italian Parli inglese?. While the difference is minimal, the significance is very important.


Now let's try a different language. How about "Spanish". "Parla Spagnolo?". The word for
"Spanish" is Spagnolo. Just the word for the language changes. The rest is the same.


Nowadays in Italy English is studied at schools, so the number of speakers is increasing;
however, there are still many people who don’t speak English.


PHRASES


Italian English
Parla inglese? Do you speak English? (formal)
Parli inglese? Do you speak English? (informal)
Parlo molto poco l’italiano I speak very little Italian.


QUICK TIP


One time in Stockholm, an Italian friend of mine got lost on the way to his hotel. He didn't speak
any Swedish (this was before the SurvivalPhrases.com started its Swedish series) and his
English wasn't very good. In the pouring rain, he stopped at a small newsstand in a side street
and nervously asked for directions in English. He showed the old man his map and did his best
to ask for directions in English. The man tried answering in English, but suddenly stopped and
looked at my friend. "Parli Italiano?" he asked suddenly. My friend was shocked. As it turned
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out, the man was a Swede but was married to an Italian woman. He spoke basic Italian, and had
recognized my friend as being Italian from his Italian accent. After a short conversation, the man
was able to give my friend clear directions to his hotel in Italian.
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Lesson 8: I don't understand
Non capisco


LESSON NOTES


Although, by now you've learned some very important phrases to get you by during your trip,
you will still need today's phrase. When you don't understand something you should say, Non
capisco.


Non capisco means "I don't understand". The first word Non means "I don’t". It is followed by
Capisco, which in Italian is "understand". Non capisco literally means "I don’t understand".


Another way to express that you don’t understand is asking someone "What does that mean?" or
Cosa significa?. The first word Cosa means "what". It is followed by significa, which in English is
"it means". Cosa significa? literally means "What does that mean?"


If someone asks you one of these questions, and you're not sure of the answer you can use Non
lo so which means "I don’t know".


PHRASES


Italian English
Non capisco I don't understand
Cosa significa? What does that mean?
Non lo so I don't know
Cosa vuol dire? What does that mean?
Capisce l’italiano? Do you understand Italian? (formal)
Capisci l’italiano? Do you understand Italian?(informal)
Non capisco l’italiano I don’t understand Italian.


QUICK TIP


If you're eating at a restaurant, you may have trouble deciphering the menu. There will likely be
many terms that you don't recognize. While some restaurants (usually the touristy ones) have
their menus translated in English or have menus with pictures on them, you still may have to ask
the waiter what something means. In Italian, "What does this mean?" is Cosa significa? By using
this phrase with the waiter, you are asking him to give you a further explanation of what food is
being served (See Quick Tip 2).
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QUICK TIP 2


As the waiter is explaining to you what each item is on the menu, you might have a question
about the ingredients listed under each item. Another way of saying "What does this mean?"
is Cosa vuol dire? Judging by your accent and depending on their English language skills,
they may ask you, Capisce l'italiano? This term which is in the formal form, means "Do you
understand Italian?" You could either respond by saying, Si, capisco l'italiano or No, non capisco
l'italiano.
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Lesson 9: Can You Say It Again?
Potrebbe ripetere per favore?


LESSON NOTES


By now, you've learned enough phrases to get by in Italy. While Italians will certainly appreciate
and applaud your efforts to speak to speak their language, they may overestimate your ability,
and speak too quickly or use difficult words. When this happens, you can simply ask the person
to repeat themselves. You can do this by saying, "Potrebbe ripetere per favore?" or "Potrebbe
ripertlo per favore?" The first phrase means "Could you please repeat?" and the second phrase
is, "Could you repeat that please?" After they've repeated themselves, you may want to ask them
to speak a little slower (See Quick Tip1)


In Italian “Can you repeat please?” is " Potrebbe ripetere per favore?". The first word "Potrebbe"
means "Could you". This word is followed by "ripetere", which in "English"is "repeat". So to recap
here, we have "Potrebbe ripetere". Literally this means "Could you repeat". The next words are
"per favore" which mean "please".


All together we have "Potrebbe ripetere per favore?". Literally this means "Could you repeat
please?".


At times, even repeating isn't enough to understand the speaker. In instances like this, you can
use the phrase "slowly please”, or "Piano per favore". The first word "Piano" means "slowly". It
is followed by "per favore", which in English is "please". So to recap here, we have "Piano per
favore". Literally this means "Slowly please".


Another option is “can you say it one more time?” which in Italian is "Potrebbe ripeterlo un'altra
volta?". You could combine the last two phrases by saying "Potrebbe ripeterlo un'altra volta più
piano", or "can you say it again slowly please".


PHRASES


Italian English
Potrebbe ripetere per favore? Could you repeat please?
Può parlare più lentamente per favore? Can you speak slowly please?
Me lo può spiegare per favore? Can you please explain that?
Cosa significa? What does that mean?
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QUICK TIP


There are several phrases you can use to ask someone to speak slower. In Italian, "Can you
speak slower please?" is "Può parlare piano per favore? You can also use the phrase, "Può
parlare più lentamente per favore? which means "Can you please speak slowly?" If after the
person you are speaking to has slowed down and you still don't understand what they are saying,
you can ask the person to explain themselves for you (See Quick Tip 2)


QUICK TIP 2


Often times, you'll probably be able to put bits and pieces of a sentence together and understand
the general sense of what Italians are telling you. However, you may need a further explanation
in order to respond or to engage in conversation with the person you are speaking to. In this
case, it's perfectly okay to ask the person to explain a little further. You can say, "Me lo può
spiegare per favore" which means in English "Can you explain that please?" Or you can say,
"Cosa significa?" which in English means, "What does that mean?"
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Lesson 10: Apologies(I'm Sorry)
Mi dispiace


LESSON NOTES


During your trip there may be some embarassing moments due to cultural differences or different
practices that you may need to excuse yourself for or even say sorry. While Italians are very
forgiving and understanding people, it's also a nice to recognize when you've made a mistake
and quickly ask for forgiveness. In such a situation it's nice to add in a "Mi dispiace." You could
also say "Excuse me" which is Mi scusi in Italian (See Quick Tip 1).


"I’m sorry" in Italian is Mi dispiace.


This phrase is used when when you might have said something that has offended someone. It’s
also used when you think you may have done something wrong or embarassing. Finally, it can
also be used before you are asking someone to help you out with something or do you a favor.


"Excuse me" in Italian is Mi scusi.


This phrase is used when you are trying to work your way through a crowd, say at the subway
station. It’s also useful when you are trying to get someone’s attention in a store.


What if someone says Mi dispiace to you? The proper response is Non c’è problema.


PHRASES


Italian English
Mi dispiace Excuse me (formal)
Scusami Excuse me (informal)
Non c'è problema There's no problem


QUICK TIP


You'll notice in bigger cities such as Rome and Milan, that the subway station is often crowded
with people. Many people just push their way through the crowds without saying a word; though
effective, it's not very polite. If someone is blocking your way and you need to get through,
you should say, Mi scusi, and hopefully the person will let you by. The phrase Mi scusi is the
formal way of saying "Excuse me" and is used when speaking to elders primarily. However, it
is acceptable to say Scusami if you are passing by someone who is relatively young. The latter
phrase is the informal tense for "Excuse me."
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QUICK TIP 2


Italians are very easy going. So, if you've made a mistake that you feel you need to apologize for,
they'll likely tell you it's okay or that it's not a problem. In Italian, "There's no problem" is Non c'è
problema.
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Lesson 11: Business Greetings - Welcome!
Buona sera!


LESSON NOTES


There is a wide variety of Italian dishes, and your job as a visitor is to try as many different foods
as possible! However, before you start eating you have to get to the table! In today’s lesson we'll
cover getting to the table in restaurant. As for ordering...well, you'll just have to hang on until next
week.


When entering a restaurant in Italy you will be greeted with Buona sera. In Italian the polite
greeting when entering a place of business is Salve, buona sera. The first word Salve means
"Hello" in the formal tense. It is followed by Buona sera, which in Italian is "Good evening".


The first question you'll be asked is How many people in your party? which in Italian is Quanti
siete?. The first word Quanti means "how many". It is followed by siete, which in Italian is "are
you".


In Italian you would respond by telling the waiter or hostess Siamo in cinque which means in
English "We are in five".


Now we’re going to review some numbers in Italian to help you refresh you memory in case your
party happens to be smaller. The numbers one through five are uno, due, tre, quattro, cinque.


And now let's put them together with the word for "person" (or "people", where appropriate). Una
persona, due persone, tre persone, quattro persone and cinque persone.


You can also say "We are four people." which in Italian is Siamo quattro persone. The first word
Siamo means "we are". This is followed by quattro persone, which in Italian is "four people".


PHRASES


Italian English
Salve, buona sera Hello, good evening
Quanti siete? How many people in your party?
Siamo in cinque We are five
una persona one person
due persone two people
Ho una prenotazione per stasera. I have a reservation for this evening
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Italian English
Vorrei fare una prenotazione per stasera I would like to make a reservation for this


evening
Vorrei prenotare per le ore venti I would like to reserve for 8pm


QUICK TIP


When you walk into a restaurant, the waiter or hostess usually greets the customers by saying,
Salve, buonasera which as you’ve just learned means “Hello, good evening.” If you’ve made a
reservation, you should tell the hostess, Ho una prenotazione per stasera. In English this means,
“I have a reservation for this evening.” It’s always a good idea to make a reservation ahead of
time so that you avoid waiting a long time for a table.


To make a reservation, you should say, Vorrei fare una prenotazione per stasera. This phrase
means “I would like to make a reservation for this evening.” You’ll then give the hostess the time
you’d like your dinner reservations to be. Vorrei prenotare per le ore venti. This in English means,
“I would like to reserve for 8: 00 pm.”
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Lesson 12: Restaurant 1
Salve, buona sera


PHRASES


Italian English
Pronto? Posso fare una prenotazione per
questa sera?


Hello? Can I make a reservation for this
evening?
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Lesson 13: Restaurant 2 non-smoking(waiter)
Vietato fumare


PHRASES


Italian English
Si, c’è una sala fumatori Yes, there is a smoking room.
Scusi, si può fumare qui? Excuse me, is smoking allowed here?
No, mi dispiace, è vietato. No, I'm sorry, it's forbidden.
Ti dà fastidio se fumo? Do you mind if I smoke (informal)
Le dà fastidio se fumo? Do you mind if I smoke (formal)


VOCABULARY


Italian English
Una sala fumatori A smoking room
Qui Here
Si può Can
Fumare Smoke
è vietato. It's forbidden
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Lesson 14: Restaurant 3 at the table
Buon appetito!


LESSON NOTES


Unlike in many countries where it is considered impolite to start your meal before everyone else's
arrives; in Italy, people will actually encourage you to start with your meal even if it means eating
before everyone else at the table. This is because Italians realize that in order to appreciate good
food, you must eat it while it's hot. This is especialy true when it comes to pasta! Naturally, it's
good manners, to wait until others tell you to do so. But undoubtedly, you will be waiting all of
15 seconds before Italians tell you, Mangia, mangia! Se no, si raffredda. This phrase in English
means, "Eat, eat! If not, it will get cold!" Once you've begun eating, it's a nice gesture to tell the
person who made the meal that you like it (more on this later).


Before beginning a meal is polite to say Buon appetito! which roughly translates to "Enjoy
your meal". The first word buon means "good". This is followed by appetito, which in English is
"appetite".


In Italian "This is good" is Che buono! The first word che means in this phrase "how". It is
followed by buono, which in English is "good" or "delicious".


Now before the meal begins, and perhaps thoroughout, there may be a toast!


In Italian "Cheers!" is Salute!. The word salute means "Here’s to you" or "Here’s to health and
well being". Another way to say this is, Cin Cin! which means in English "Cheers!"


PHRASES


Italian English
Buon appetito! Enjoy your meal!
Che buono! How delicious!
Mangia, mangia! Eat, eat!
Se no, si raffredda! If not, it will get cold!
Facciamo un brindisi! Let’s make a toast!
Salute! Cheers!
Cin Cin! Cheers!
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QUICK TIP


Italians are very superstitious, especially when it comes to toasting glasses. When toasting
glasses in a group, Italians will always wait for the two people next to them to finish toasting so
as to not cross their paths. This is because, as Italian superstitions go, if you cross paths when
toasting glasses it is considered bad luck. The two people across from each other will always
wait until the two people next to them have finished toasting glasses so that they can toast theirs.
It's also considered bad luck and bad manners if you don't look the person directly in the eye
when toasting glasses.The same goes for shaking hands in a group.
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Lesson 15: Restaurant 4 getting the
check(paying bill)
Scusi cameriere.


LESSON NOTES


Today we'll cover getting out of the restaurant. First you may have to get a hold of the staff. You
can do this by saying, Scusi cameriere.


In Italian "Check please." is Il conto per favore. The first words il conto mean "the bill". They are
followed by per favore, which in English is "please".


If you’re paying with cash, even though tip is not required, it’s still a nice gesture to leave a few
euro especially if you’ve enjoyed the meal. In Italian tip is mancia.


In Italy, it's common practice when celebrating birthdays, that the person whose birthday it is,.
pays for everyone who he or she has invited for dinner. He or she will likely tell you, Ti offro
io when he or she has invited you to dinner. This means "I will treat you." It's a very generous
practice, and not uncommon on someone's birthday to pay for even 10-15 people's meals!
Something else they might say is Pago io! which means "I'll pay!" This usually happens once the
check has arrived (See Quick Tip 1).


PHRASES


Italian English
Scusi cameriere. Excuse me, waiter.
Il conto per favore. The bill, please.
Ti offro io. I will treat you.
Pago io. I will pay.


VOCABULARY


Italian English
mancia tip
contanti cash
bancomat ATM, cash machine
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QUICK TIP


Make sure to find out before hand what methods of payment that the restaurant you're going
to accepts. Because even today, many small trattorie and family restaurants only accept cash.
Something that's also uncommon is to pay part of your bill in cash and the other part of your bill
with a credit card. You'll create a lot of unhappy faces with the wait staff if you ask them to do
that. Just to be sure, always bring enough contanti or "cash" with you. Or else you'll be running to
the nearest bancomat which is "ATM" or "cash machine" in English.


QUICK TIP 2


Unlike in some countries where leaving waiters a tip is mandatory because_most of their salary
depends on it, in Italy things function a bit different. Waiters in Italy don't rely on tips instead,
as they make a fixed salary. Naturally, this has its pros and cons for diners. The pro is you one
doesn't necessarily have to leave a tip if he hasn't enjoyed his meal or the service. One also
doesn't have to worry about figuring out the exchange rate. However, this also means the waiter
doesn't necessarily have to work as hard because either way, he still gets paid!
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Lesson 16: Counting 1-10
Uno


VOCABULARY


Italian English
Uno One
Due Two
Tre Three
Quattro Four
Cinque Five
Sei Six
Sette Seven
Otto Eight
Nove Nine
Dieci Ten
zero Zero


QUICK TIP


Normally you will have several chances to hear the numbers in the supermarkets in Italy while
making the queue to buy the bread or the cold cuts. You can hear the delicatessen clerk or the
bakery clerk shouting numbers like this:


Numero dodici! “Number twelve!” (12)


Numero sette! “Number seven!” (7)


QUICK TIP 2


One funny thing is that in Italy, especially in the South, numbers can have different meaning
and many Italians play LOTTO choosing numbers referring to mysterious dreams or funny and
unusual happenings. For example the number 90 symbolizes la paura “fear”, the number 77 i
diavioli “the devils”, the number 17 la disgrazia “misfortune” and so on. So have a go and take
your chances when you come to Italy!
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Lesson 17: Counting 11 - 100
centosettantasei


LESSON NOTES


Today we're going to continue on with counting as we cover 11-100.


Let's just quickly review 0 to 10.


zero


uno


due


tre


quattro


cinque


sei


sette


otto


nove


dieci


In Italian counting from 11-20 is also very straightforward so let's jump right in.


11 undici


12 dodici


13 tredic


14 quattordici


15 quindici


16 sedici
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17 diciassette


18 diciotto


19 diciannove


20 venti


Numbers from 21 to 99 are formed by combining the numbers we have already covered.


So you have the tens from venti “twenty” to novanta “ninety” and you simply add the numbers
you learned in the previous lesson.


20 venti


30 trenta


40 quaranta


50 cinquanta


60 sessanta


70 settanta


80 ottanta


90 novanta


Let’s try “forty two”. “Forty” is quaranta 40 and “two” is due so if you put them together you have
quarantadue or “forty two”.


Let’s try now with “seventy three”. “Seventy” is settanta and “three” is tre. Put them together and
finally you have settantatre.


And finally we have cento (100).


To count from cento onwards you just need to add after cento the units and the tens you have
just learned.


Let’s try with some examples:


109 centonove


176 centosettantasei


VOCABULARY


Italian English
undici eleven
dodici twelve
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Italian English
tredici thirteen
quattordici fourteen
quindici fifteen
sedici sixteen
diciassette seventeen
diciotto eighteen
diciannove nineteen
venti twenty
trenta thirty
quaranta forty
cinquanta fifty
sessanta sixty
settanta seventy
ottanta eighty
novanta ninety
cento a hundred


QUICK TIP


So when walking randomly through famous shopping streets in Italy you will learn how to
distinguish the Italian sizes for clothes which go from 38 (trentotto) to 62 (sessantadue) passing
through 42 (quarantadue) and 44 (quarantaquattro) which are the equivalent of US 12 and 14.


QUICK TIP 2


When at the counter of an Italian supermarket, if you want to ask for cold cuts you can say both
100 grammi or un etto as they both mean one hundred grams.
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Lesson 18: How much?
Quanto costa questa?


LESSON NOTES


And now some useful Survival phrases for your fun days of unchecked shopping around Italian
stores.


Most stores will have a label with the price, but some won't. If, for example, you're in a D & G
store in downtown Roma, it's unlikely that it will have a price on it.


You should remember that scusi, or "excuse me" is always the first thing to say when you're
talking to a shop clerk. After saying scusi, you should say, Quanto costa questo? How much is
this? In this sentence, the object you are referring to is masculine. If it is feminine, you should
instead say, Quanto costa questa?


Quanto means “How much” and it’s followed by costa, which is the third singular person of the
verb costare “to cost”. The next work will be questo if the object is masculine, and questa if
it's feminine. So if it’s something masculine you should use questo “this” masculine singular
demonstrative adjective and if it’s something feminine you should then use questa “this” feminine
singular demonstrative adjective.


But, dear listeners, you know perfectly well how the Italian language can be varied and
wide-ranging so you won’t be surprised to hear that there are some more interesting ways to ask
“How much is this?”


Italian streets are full of stands and overall in little towns you can easily find local markets with
many stands where you can buy absolutely everything.


So let’s imagine that you are by a stand of clothes in a local market and you want to buy a shirt.
After scusi to get the shop-keeper’s attention you can say Quanto viene questa camicia? “How
much is this shirt?” So, as you can see, we use viene in place of costa. Viene is the third singular
person of the verb venire “to come”, questa “this” is followed by camicia which is a singular noun
and means “shirt”.
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PHRASES


Italian English
Quanto costa questa? How much is this? (fem.)
Quanto costa questo? How much is this? (masc.)
Quanto viene questa camicia? How much is this shirt?
Quanto costano queste scarpe? How much are these shoes?


VOCABULARY


Italian English
scusi excuse me


QUICK TIP


A quicker way to ask “How much?” is Quant’è? literally meaning “How much is?”. Quant’è is
the shortest version of Quanto è, where you cut the o and use the apostrophe before è. Even in
an Italian bar, café, for example after you ask for an espresso at the counter, you can ask the
cashier Un espresso per favore, quant’è? “One espresso please, how much is it?”


QUICK TIP 2


Please be careful when you want to ask “how much are these?” because costa changes into
costano and questo/questa change into questi/queste


Quanto costano queste scarpe? How much are these shoes?
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Lesson 19: Please Lower the Price
Scusi, quanto costa questo?


LESSON NOTES


In Italy haggling is very common, especially in the bancarelle which are little stands in little
local markets or mercatini. These little markets are temporary street markets where you can
find everything, from food and clothes to antiques. In these places you will be able to use the
Survival Phrases you will learn in this lesson. Don’t be afraid to use your Italian when speaking
to the merchants because they are very funny and they can be very friendly and kind to potential
customers. Are you ready to have fun at the bancarelle?


Upon entering a bancarella you will be struck by the variety of colourful stalls and you will be
immediately attracted by something that interests you.


Normally if you are interested in buying something you would say: "Excuse me, how much is
this?" Scusi, quanto costa questo? As soon as you’re told the price you can start the bargaining
to lower the price. Please note that this is one of the most typical situations in Italy, especially
in the South of Italy where there is plenty of mercatini and bancarelle, so don’t be shy and try to
say: È troppo caro, mi fai un pò di sconto? “It’s too expensive, can you give me a discount?”


In the first sentence you have è which is the third person singular of the verb essere “to be”
followed by troppo caro which means “too expensive”. Then, in the second sentence you have
mi which is a pronominal particle referred to “I”, the first person singular and it means “me” or “to
me”, followed by fai, second singular person of the verb fare “to do”, then you have un pò di “a
little of” and finally you have sconto or “discount”. Please note that in this specific case we use
tu, that is the second person singular, even if you don’t know the person you’re talking to, so it's
correct. In the mercatini everyone is friendly and no one cares to use the polite and formal level
of speech.


At this point the merchant will start haggling and the final result is in your hands!


Another way to express the feeling that something is too expensive and you want to start
haggling is: Costa troppo which literally means “it costs too much”. Costa is the third singular
person of the verb costare “to cost” and troppo in this case can be translated as “too much”.
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Let’s imagine that you are at a bancarella, you want to buy a bag and you want straight to
suggest the merchant your price, and so establish your own price which is the one you will
bargain for. The merchant has just told you that the bag costs 15 euros. You desperately want
that bag but it’s too expensive and you want to try and suggest 8 euros.


After Costa troppo, you should say: Ti do otto euro “I’ll give you eight euros”.


Ti is another pronominal particle that refers to the second person singular, and is followed by
do which is the first singular person of the verb dare “to give” and then you add the numbers
according to the prices you have.


PHRASES


Italian English
Scusi, quanto costa questo? Excuse me, how much is this?
È troppo caro, mi fai un pò di sconto? It's too expensive, can you give me a


discount?
costa troppo too expensive
Ti do otto euro. I'll give you eight euros.
L’ho visto a meno in un altra bancarella. I've seen it in another stand costing less.


QUICK TIP


If a merchant doesn’t seem to be very agreeable to the bargaining you can just say: L’ho visto a
meno in un altra bancarella “I’ve seen it in another stand costing less” and see if the merchant
tries to stop you means that you have won the negotiation.


QUICK TIP 2


Careful, because normally you won’t be able to challenge yourself and your Italian in a
bargaining into a proper shop.


But please know that in a shop you can just say: È un pò caro, avete qualcosa di più economico?
“It’s quite expensive, do you have anything cheaper?” And so in this way you can request
something more affordable.
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Lesson 20: Currency
Ventotto euro e cinquantadue centesimi


LESSON NOTES


In Italy the currency is the Euro. At time of writing the exchange rate is roughly 0.65 Euros to the
US dollar and 1.54 US dollars to one Euro. While it is 1.26 Euros to the British Pound and 0.80
British Pounds to one Euro. The currency includes 5 10 20 50 100 200 and 500 Euro bills and 1
2 5 10 20 and 50 cent and 1 and 2 Euro coins. There are a hundred cents in one Euro.


Let’s try to say prices in Italian. Lets start with € 28,52


The easy but long way is ventotto euro e cinquantadue centesimi.


This is really straightforward. First we say the number of Euros, then euro, then e, number of
cents and finally centesimi.


As you can deduce, centesimo is the Italian word for “cent” and centesimi is its plural.


The short way is ventotto e cinquantadue.


In this case it might not be immediately clear which number is euros and which is cents but
remember that the two numbers are separated by the conjunction e which means “and”. So
before the e you have always the euros and after the e you have the cents. The e is equivalent
to “and” in English, so ventotto e cinquantadue is the equivalent of saying “twenty eight and fifty
two”.


Let us have one more example:


€ 4,99 quattro e novantanove, or the long version, quattro euro e novanta nove centesimi
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VOCABULARY


Italian English
ventotto euro e cinquantadue centesimi twenty eight euros and fifty two cents
ventotto e cinquantadue twenty eight and fifty two
Quattro euro e novantanove centesimi four euros and ninety nine cents
quattro e novantanove four ninety nine


QUICK TIP


Be careful because in Italian the decimal separator is “,” not “.”


In Italian “,” is virgola and “.” Is punto.


So it won’t be unusual to hear Italians saying virgola while typing decimal numbers.


QUICK TIP 2


The euro has been the Italian currency since the 2002, when most countries of the EU adopted
the Euro. Before the Euro the currency in Italy was the LIRA and the symbol was “£”.


Don't be surprised if you see prices in Lira, it's a habit that developed to try to help the elderly
make the transition to the new currency.
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Lesson 21: Internet Cafe
Scusi quant’è all’ora?


PHRASES


Italian English
Scusi quant’è all’ora? Excuse me, how much is it per hour?
All'ora viene... Per hour is...
All’ora sono… Per hour is...
Posso fare una carta punti? Can I make a point card?


QUICK TIP


Internet cafes or internet points in Italy aren't very common, and facilities are limited. In fact
you usually don’t find soft drinks or snacks; normally local people don’t go there to spend time
drinking, surfing or reading comics, but usually the internet café is considered a place for visitors
or tourists or for foreigners living in Italy who use this place even to make international phone
calls, in fact a phone booth is never missing in an Italian internet café.
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Lesson 22: Riding the Bus 1. Will this bus go
to...?
Scusi, un biglietto dell’autobus per favore.


LESSON NOTES


The bus is an important means of transportation. In many Italian cities, even the big ones, buses
are used more than the subway. Usually buses are used to cover both long and short distances.


However, before starting your trip you probably need to buy a ticket. In Italy you can find bus
tickets at a tobacco shop or a vending machine, normally located close to the bus stop. Please
remember that local buses are different from the long distance ones. Normally if you buy a bus
ticket it is valid for one ride in which you can go anywhere. Once you get off the bus, you will
have to buy a new ticket for the return journey.


So let’s imagine you are in Naples and you want to go from Central Station, Stazione Centrale to
Piazza Plebiscito, one of the most famous squares of Napoli, in order to buy an espresso from
the famous Gambrinus café. How can you get your bus ticket then?


Scusi, un biglietto dell’autobus per favore. “Excuse me, a bus ticket please”.


First you have scusi excuse me, then un biglietto “a ticket” and then you have dell’ which is the
equivalent to “of the”, it’s an articled preposition with the apostrophe followed by a word starting
with a vowel. Finally you have autobus “bus” and per favore “please”.


So now, what if you want to know how much the ticket is?


You could simply use this sentence: Quanto costa un biglietto dell’autobus? How much is a bus
ticket?


Quanto is an adjective and you can often find it in Quanto costa or quant’è “How much is it?”
which we have already seen in some previous lessons when we went shopping around the stalls.
So quanto costa means “How much is”. Next you have un biglietto “a ticket”
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PHRASES


Italian English
Scusi, un biglietto dell’autobus per favore. Excuse me, a bus ticket please.
Quanto costa un biglietto dell’autobus? How much is a bus ticket?


QUICK TIP


One of the interesting aspects of the Italian language is its various and particular different ways
to call things, in fact apart from autobus in Italian you can even hear buses called pullman. This
name has originated from George Mortimer Pullman, an American businessman who invented
the "pullman sleeping car".


So if you ask Un biglietto del pullman per favore “a bus ticket please” you won’t be wrong at all
and everyone will understand you.


QUICK TIP 2


In the region of Campania you can buy a ticket called UNICO which you can use all around the
region on trains, buses, and trams. Its price depends on the kilometres of the route you want to
ride.


So bear in mind that in all the major Italian cities you can find different types of tickets, ranging
from simple one way tickets to weekly passes. So a little bit of forethought can save you a lot of
money!
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Lesson 23: Riding the Bus 2
Scusi, va a Isola Garibaldi?


LESSON NOTES


In the previous lesson we covered how to get a bus ticket. So now that you have your ticket, get
ready to jump on your bus and start the tour. But wait a moment, before you get on the bus you
need to confirm if it’s going to your destination. We can accomplish this by asking Scusi, va a… 
“Excuse me, (does this bus) go to…” and then add in a destination. So, as you can see, you can
omit “this bus” in Italian, because it’s easy to understand that you are referring to it.


You have scusi which you know very well, then you have va which is the third person singular of
the verb andare “to go” and then a which is the preposition “to”.


Let’s imagine now that you are in Milan and you have to go to Isola Garibaldi, a very famous
place in Milan full of shops and clubs. What would you ask to the bus driver?


In place of Scusi, va a Isola Garibaldi?, you could also ask: Scusi, ferma a Isola Garibaldi?
“Excuse me, (does this bus) stop at Isola Garibaldi?”


In this sentence you have the same structure of the other one, but the verb changes, instead
of andare, which means “to go”, we have ferma which is the third singular person of the verb
fermare “to stop”


Imagine that you are visiting a city for the first time and you have no idea of the distances to
cover to reach your favorite destinations and you need to ask the bus driver how long the bus
takes.


Quanto tempo ci vuole per arrivare a… (your destination) “How long does it take to arrive to …?”


Quanto tempo is the Italian for “How long” and is made up by quanto which you have seen in the
previous lesson and in English could be translated with “How much – How long”, then you have
tempo which means “time”. 
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Ci vuole in Italian is used to translate the English “it takes”, in this short sentence you have
ci which is a pronominal particle and then vuole which is the third singular person of the verb
volere, in English literally “to want”.


Then you have per which literally means “for” and per in Italian is a preposition and it is often
used to mark the final clause, and finally arrivare a which is made up of the infinitive of the verb
arrivare “to arrive” followed by a an Italian preposition which means “to”.


PHRASES


Italian English
Scusi, va a…? Excuse me, (does this bus) go to ...?
Scusi, va a Isola Garibaldi? Excuse me, (does this bus) go to ...?
Scusi, ferma a Isola Garibaldi? Excuse me, (does this bus) stop at Isola


Garibaldi?
Quanto tempo ci vuole per arrivare a …? How long does it take to get to...?


QUICK TIP


Please notice that the English prepositions “to” and “at” are very often both translated as the
Italian preposition a.


As in the sentences Questo autobus va a Isola Garibaldi “This bus goes to Isola Garibaldi” and
Questo autobus ferma a Isola Garibaldi “This bus stops at Isola Garibaldi”.


QUICK TIP 2


When in Italy don’t be surprised to find most of the buses you take full of every kind of people.
Normally many people in cities like Rome and Naples take the bus and it can happen that you
can spend all the travel time in a narrow cramped space.


If you need to get off the next stop you can simply shout Scusi, scendo alla prossima “Excuse
me, I'm getting off at the next stop” and try to find some space to walk through the crowd.
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Lesson 24: Riding the Bus 3
Qual’è la prossima fermata?


LESSON NOTES


In the previous lesson we learned how to ask the bus driver if the bus covers your destination.


Once on the bus, you’ll hear announcements informing the passengers about where the bus
will stop next. In Italy, it will be normal that most of the announcements you hear, are only in
Italian. In the case that there is no English announcement, you may not catch the location just
announced. So the phrase “What is the next stop?” may be indispensable.


Qual'è la prossima fermata?


The first word is qual' which is the contracted form of quale which is the Italian for “which” or
“what”. Since it is followed by è, which is a vowel, we cut off the final e of quale to use just qual'.


È is the third singular person of the verb essere “to be”, then comes la the definite article in its
feminine singular form, or in English, “the”. After that we have prossima which means “next”, and
finally fermata which is the Italian word for “stop”. Be careful and please note that fermata is a
feminine singular noun and for this reason, la and prossima are also in their feminine singular
forms.


Another way of inquiring could be asking if your desired destination is the next stop. For this
phrase we’ll use Piazza del Popolo, the most famous square in Rome, as the destination. So
the phrase “Is Piazza del Popolo the next stop?” in Italian is La prossima fermata è Piazza del
Popolo?


PHRASES


Italian English
Qual'è la prossima fermata? What is the next station?
La prossima fermata è Piazza del Popolo? Is Piazza del Popolo the next stop?
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QUICK TIP


In Rome a bus ticket costs 1€ and it’s valid for 75 minutes.


The BIRG is a one-day ticket (24 hours) for an unlimited number of rides within Rome and it
costs 4€.


Then you have two different types of tourist tickets: one is the BTI for people who want to have a
look around Rome for longer than one day. A BTI ticket is valid for three days and costs 11€.


The CIS valid for seven days and it costs 16€. A monthly pass costs 30€.


QUICK TIP 2


In Milan instead there is a kind of ATM which provides many kinds of tickets according to the
different requirements. In fact you can find a single 1 euro ticket, a ten ticket carnet for people
who only travel occasionally, a daily or two day pass for tourists who want to ride around the city
and then also some biglietti chilometrici (mileage based tickets) which are used by people who
go from the neighbouring municipalities to Milan.
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Lesson 25: Riding the Rails I
Scusi, che linea devo prendere per il Duomo?


LESSON NOTES


In Italy riding the rails is one of the best choices you can make to get around and reach all the
most important parts of a city. Today we are going to cover how to get on the subway.


As you have learned in the previous lessons, in Italy you can buy tickets at tobacco shops, news
dealers and vending machines located at subway entrances.


Normally in Italy, tickets are the same for all kinds of transportations and can be used for buses,
trams and subway, and in some cities, also some train tickets can be used on other means of
transportation.


Please don’t get confused because usually in Italy trains and subways don’t share the same
tracks.


In fact the local service is provided by the subway, buses and trams, instead trains provide the
long range commutes, the ones between regions.


So now let's go and see how to get our subway ticket. As you can remember from the previous
lessons covering how to get a bus ticket we can accomplish this by asking “Excuse me, a
subway ticket please.” Scusi, un biglietto della metropolitana per favore.


So as you can see the sentence doesn’t change from the one we covered in lesson 22, apart
from the word metropolitana, “subway”, which substitutes the word autobus, "bus".


So you have scusi “excuse me”, then un biglietto “a ticket”, then della metropolitana which
literally means “of the subway”. Metropolitana is a feminine singular noun and della is made up of
di (of) plus la (feminine singular article).


And then we have the usual per favore, "please".
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Our location for today’s lesson will be Milano (Milan), where the subway lines are marked by
three different colours: green, red and yellow.


Let’s imagine you need to go from Stazione centrale to Duomo and you need to ask what line
you have to take to get there.


You can accomplish this by asking: “Excuse me, what line do I need to take for Duomo?” Scusi,
che linea devo prendere per il Duomo?


Let’s see this sentence word by word.


First you have the usual scusi followed by che linea which is the Italian for "what line". This is
made up by che "what", followed by the word linea, "line".


Then you have devo prendere made up by devo first singular person of the present tense of the
verb dovere “to have to – must”, followed by the infinitive of the verb prendere to take. As you can
see we don’t have the literal translation for the expression “do I need” which in Italian in this case
is conveyed by devo.


Finally you have per il Duomo. Here we find per “for” and il "the", masculine singular definite
article and finally the name Duomo.


Scusi che linea devo prendere per il Duomo?


The possible answer to your question could be Deve prendere la linea rossa “You need to take
the red line”.


This sentence as you can see has the same structure you have just heard, made up by deve
prendere for the English “you need to take” followed by la linea rossa “the red line”. Please note
that deve is the third singular person of the present tense of the verb dovere and it is used in the
formal way of speech.


The other two lines in Milan are la linea verde “the green line”, and la linea gialla “the yellow line”.


PHRASES


Italian English
Scusi, un biglietto della metropolitana per
favore.


Excuse me, a subway ticket please.
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Italian English
Scusi, che linea devo prendere per il Duomo? Excuse me, what line do I need to take for


Duomo?
Deve prendere la linea rossa. You need to take the red line.


VOCABULARY


Italian English
la linea verde the green line
la linea gialla the yellow line


QUICK TIP


The largest subway areas in Italy are located in the cities of Milano (Milan), Roma (Rome), Torino
(Turin), Bari, Napoli (Naples), Palermo, Genova (Genoa), Bologna and Firenze (Florence).


The largest and longest Italian subway system is the one in Milano. It covers 76 km, compared to
the one in Rome, which with its 38 km is the second longest.


QUICK TIP 2


In Milano, Torino and Napoli you can find also the passante ferroviario (railway link) which is
actually a railway connection built to connect stops without subways and to carry suburban traffic
of Trenitalia (the main Italian railway service company) and LeNord (a railway service company
servicing the Milano area).
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Lesson 26: Riding the Rails II. Will this train go
to...?
Un biglietto per Firenze per favore.


LESSON NOTES


In the previous lesson we covered how get the subway. In Italy riding the rails is one of the
best ways to enjoy your trip and visit as many places as possible, not only at the local level, but
also for long distance destinations! In fact, traveling by train can be one more way to see all the
wonderful things Italy can offer!


In Italy you can buy train tickets at the station where you can find the ticket office and the vending
machines. Be careful because it is not possible to buy tickets on the train and if you ride a train
without a ticket you will be fined. Another place where you can buy a train ticket is the travel
agency where you can go and simply ask for a ticket covering your desired ride.


Furthermore a new way to buy tickets is by using the internet and accessing the Italian railway's
web site. Here, after having signed up, you can choose the time and the train you desire.


When traveling long distances, there are several types of tickets, which we'll take a look at in a
minute, but first let's work on asking for the ticket.


We can accomplish this by asking Un biglietto per... and then your destination. Now, of course,
we need a destination. So let's use the wonderful city of Florence or Firenze in Italian. So how do
you ask for a ticket to Florence?


"One ticket to Florence" in Italian is Un biglietto per Firenze per favore.


This sentence is made up by un biglietto “a ticket” followed by per the preposition “for” and then
the name of the destination, Florence, in Italian Firenze followed by per favore, “please”.


Now, what if you wanted to know how much the ticket was before buying it?


“How much is a ticket to Florence?” in Italian is Quanto costa un biglietto per Firenze?
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This sentence is so easy and you know the structure thanks to the previous lessons, in fact we
have quanto costa “how much”, followed by un biglietto per Firenze “a ticket to Florence”.


Please be careful because in Italian we often use the preposition per to translate the English “to”.


Let’s now imagine that you are not travelling on your own but with someone else, so you need to
ask for two or more tickets.


“Two tickets to Florence please” in Italian is Due biglietti per Firenze per favore. As you can see
it’s very easy to understand, in place of un biglietto “one ticket”, you have another number due
“two” and then the plural noun biglietti “tickets”.


PHRASES


Italian English
Un biglietto per Firenze per favore. A ticket to Florence please.
Quanto costa un biglietto per Firenze? How much is a ticket to Florence?
Due biglietti per Firenze per favore. Due biglietti per Firenze per favore.
Scusi questo è il mio posto. Excuse me, this is my seat.


QUICK TIP


In Italy trains are divided into three categories: local, national, and international.


The local ones are treni a trasporto locale and they connect the little urban centers to the main
metropolitan areas. The national ones are the EUROSTAR which is a high speed train and the
INTERCITY. Both cover very long distances and travel between the regions. Then there are
the international trains that connect Italy to the main countries of Europe such as Switzerland,
Holland, France, Germany, Spain and Austria.


QUICK TIP 2


After you have bought your train ticket and you have reserved the seats make sure to double
check the numbers written on your ticket before getting on the train. You find the number of the
coach and then the one of your seat. Once on the train it can happen you find someone sitting on
your seat so you can simply say: scusi questo è il mio posto “Excuse me this is my seat”.
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Lesson 27: Riding the Rails III
Un biglietto per Roma prima classe per favore.


LESSON NOTES


In the previous lesson we covered how to ask and buy a train ticket. Once you have established
the destination, it is time to select the type of seat you want. In Italy normally you can choose
between prima classe “first class” and seconda classe “second class”.


The first word prima means “first” and it is a numeral adjective used in concordance with the
feminine noun which it refers to: classe “class”.


Then seconda classe. Before classe this time you have seconda in place of prima, a feminine
numeral adjective.


So let’s now imagine you want to buy a first class ticket. This time the destination will be Rome
(Roma).


"A first class ticket to Rome please", in Italian is Un biglietto per Roma prima classe per favore.


The structure is the same you have just seen in the previous lesson, just with the addition of
prima classe “first class”.


In your trips to Italy it could happen that you will take the train and then you will go back to the
city you’re staying. So if you wish to buy a round trip ticket how could you accomplish this in
Italian?


“I would like a round-trip ticket to Rome please” Vorrei un biglietto per Roma andata e ritorno per
favore.


In this structure we have added vorrei “I would like” at the beginning of the sentence. It is
followed by un biglietto per Roma “a ticket to Rome” and then finally andata e ritorno “round trip”.
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So to convey the English definition “round trip” in Italian we say andata e ritorno. Made up
by andata which comes from the verb andare “to go”, but in this case it is used as a feminine
singular noun followed by the conjunction e, “and”, and then ritorno which is a masculine singular
noun meaning “back – return”.


Finally if you just need a simple one way ticket, you can accomplish it by asking: “I would like a
one-way ticket to Rome please” which in Italian is Vorrei un biglietto per Roma solo andata per
favore.


So as you can see we have used the exact same structure of the previous phrase adding solo
andata in place of andata e ritorno. Solo andata is made up by the words solo which means
“only” and andata which we have just seen.


PHRASES


Italian English
Un biglietto per Roma prima classe per
favore.


A first class ticket to Rome please.


Vorrei un biglietto per Roma andata e ritorno
per favore.


I would like a round-trip ticket to Rome please.


Vorrei un biglietto per Roma solo andata per
favore.


I would like a one way ticket to Rome please.


QUICK TIP


Andata e ritorno is a form used in Italian not only for train tickets but even for airplane tickets.


For example if you wanted to buy a round-trip ticket from Rome to Paris you would say Un
biglietto per Parigi andata e ritorno. Also Andata e ritorno is the title of an Italian movie directed
by a famous director, Marco Ponti, pertaining the strange love story between a pony express guy
and a beautiful hostess.


QUICK TIP 2


Local train tickets are different from the national and international ones. The day, time and
seat are written on the tickets. Local train tickets need to be printed before you get on the train
otherwise you can risk a fine.
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To accomplish this you need to find the ticket machines called obliteratrici. Normally they are
yellow and they’re situated at the beginning of the rail line. The word obliteratrici comes from the
verb obliterare, in fact we say obliterare il biglietto “to print the ticket”, before getting on the train.
These machines print on your ticket the name of the place you are leaving from, the day and the
time. So it’s important you don’t forget it!
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Lesson 28: Taking a Taxi
A Roma Termini.


PHRASES


Italian English
A Roma Termini. To Roma Termini.
Vorrei andare a Roma Termini. I would like to go to Roma Termini.
Può cambiare cinquanta euro? Do you have change for fifty euros?
Qui va bene. Here is fine.


QUICK TIP


You can normally find taxis outside airports, train stations or proper taxi stands. There will
be several waiting so in this case you can just open the door of the first in the line and get in.
You can easily recognize them because most of the times they are white coloured and have a
luminous device with the writing TAXI.


QUICK TIP 2


Instead if you are for example in some areas of the city you’re visiting, in which there are no
taxiMMs, make sure to find out the phone number of a taxi company to call, in order to have the
cab come right to the place you are.


In Italy this service is called radiotaxi and you can have the number of the local company when
you get to the airport or even to any information counter.
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Lesson 29: Where Can I Buy This?
Dove posso trovare…?


LESSON NOTES


Have you ever been in a city you don’t know at all and you are looking desperately for something
you need and you cannot find it?


It happened so many times to me! Wandering around without knowing where to go to reach for
example a bar, a phone, a restroom!


Don’t worry! If you go to Italy, thanks to our Survival Phrases you will always be able how to ask
for information and help.


So today we would like to introduce you a phrase that will help you track down that specific
something you’re looking for. "Where can I find…?" in Italian is Dove posso trovare…? and then
you add the name of the specific thing you are looking for.


In this sentence there is a basic structure you will be able to use in any other situation you will
need to get something. This structure is made up by the adverb dove “where” followed by posso
which comes from the verb potere “can” and then the infinitive of the verb trovare “to find”.


So now let’s go and see what kind of things you might need if you’re traveling abroad. Let’s
imagine you’re walking through a beautiful old stylish town in Tuscany and it’s very hot and you
need to get something to drink, so let’s go and try to ask where you can find a bar!


“Where can I find a bar?” in Italian is Dove posso trovare un bar?


So as you can easily note, you have the structure you have just seen Dove posso trovare,
followed by the thing you are looking for: un bar “a bar”. Bar is a very easy noun, the same in
Italian and English, but be careful when using it in Italian: it’s a masculine noun and it doesn’t
change in its plural form. In this case it is preceded by the masculine singular indefinite article un
or in English "a".
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With this form you can go anywhere you need and ask for anything you are looking for. There
is another form you could use if you wanted to be more polite and wanted to use a different
expression. Let’s imagine you are looking for a phone this time.


"Excuse me, could you tell me where I can find a phone?" Scusi sa dirmi dove posso trovare un
telefono?  So, don’t you think this is more formal? Of course it is.


So what do we have here? We have scusi “excuse me” then a new form never seen till now,
which is sa dirmi made up by the third singular person of the verb sapere “to know”, followed
by dirmi which is a verb plus a pronoun that become a single word. It originates from dire the
infinitive of the verb “to say” plus mi personal pronoun of the first singular person. Sa dirmi means
in English “could you tell me”.


The rest of the sentence is exactly the structure you have seen before, made up by dove posso
trovare un telefono?. Telefono is the Italian word for “phone, telephone” and it’s a masculine
singular noun and for this reason it is preceded by the masculine singular indefinite article un “a”.


Now to ask for any other different item, we can just replace un bar or un telefono with any other
word and the phrase works brilliantly.


Let's try with "tobacco shop" which in Italian is tabacchino.


"Excuse me, could you tell me where I can find a tobacco shop" in Italian is Scusi sa dirmi dove
posso trovare un tabacchino?


So these phrases will come in handy before leaving the hotel, talking with taxi drivers, or other
people trying help to you locate a desired item.


PHRASES


Italian English
Dove posso trovare un bar? Where can I find a bar?
Scusi sa dirmi dove posso trovare un
telefono?


Excuse me, could you tell me where I can find
a phone?


Scusi sa dirmi dove posso trovare un
tabacchino?


Excuse me, could you tell me where I can find
a tobacco shop?


QUICK TIP


Usually bars have both restrooms and a phone, so you can simply ask where to find a bar.
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Once there, if you use any of the services provided by the bar, please remember that it’s very
polite to order something at the counter or simply buy a coffee or a pack of chewing gum.


QUICK TIP 2


Phone booths in Italy used to be coin operated, before the Euro became the official currency,
you could use also a token whose value was 200 of the old LIRE. So before people were able to
make a phone call with just a 200 lire token.


Nowadays phone booth can be used only with phone cards which in Italy can found at the
newspaper dealer or at the tobacco shops.
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Lesson 30: Is There a Store Near Here?
C’è una farmacia qui vicino?


LESSON NOTES


In the previous lesson we covered how to ask to get something, in today’s one we’ll introduce
you to another useful phrase for asking the place where you can find what you are looking for.
Today’s phrase is “Is there a (place) near here?” First we need a place, so let’s use the word
farmacia which means “pharmacy”, but can also be translated as "chemist" or "drug store".


In Italian “Is there a pharmacy near here?” is C’è una farmacia qui vicino?


C’è una farmacia qui vicino?. The first word c’è means “there is”. C’è sounds as a single word but
it’s actually made up of two: ci and è, third person singular of the verb essere “to be”, all together
they become c’è with an apostrophe.


This is followed by una, “a”, the indefinite article for feminine nouns. Followed by farmacia
"pharmacy". Then we have qui “here” and vicino “near”. So all together we have C’è una
farmacia qui vicino?


In Italy pharmacies are very easy to find, normally there are many in the same area, and
furthermore in big and medium-sized cities there is always at least one pharmacy that is open at
night.


Now to ask for a different place, we can just replace the word farmacia with any other word and
the phrase works just fine.


So let’s imagine you need to withdraw some money from your bank account.


In Italian “Is there an ATM near here?” is C’è un bancomat qui vicino? So the only thing that
changes is the thing you are looking for, in this case bancomat “ATM”. Let’s hear the entire
phrase now C’è un bancomat qui vicino?
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In place of qui vicino, to translate “near here” you could also use the expression nelle vicinanze.
So let’s try now with a post office. Ufficio postale.


C’è un ufficio postale nelle vicinanze? “Is there a post office near here?”


PHRASES


Italian English
C’è una farmacia qui vicino? Is there a pharmacy near here?
C’è un bancomat qui vicino? Is there an ATM near here?
C’è un ufficio postale nelle vicinanze? Is there a post office near here?


VOCABULARY


Italian English
farmacia pharmacy, chemist
bancomat ATM
ufficio postale post office


QUICK TIP


In Italy when withdrawing at an ATM, please make sure that your card is compatible. You can do
this by checking the symbol on your card and the one on the ATM. It might be better to contact
your bank before leaving your country.


In Italian post offices you can also find stationery and books. Prices are always the same, and
sometimes even lower with some discounts. In most Italian post offices you can also exchange
your money.


QUICK TIP 2


If you are looking for a pharmacy please remember that in Italy they normally have a red or a
green cross as a distinguishing sign, usually if it’s on the top of the entrance it’s a blinking light
sign you can notice even in the night time and from far away.
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Survival Phrases - Italian (Part 1 end)


Hold on! You may be missing out!


Learn more Italian at ItalianPod101.com for FREE!


Get your FREE Lifetime Account at


www.ItalianPod101.com/survival1 now!


Learn twice as much, twice as fast with Survival


Phrases - Italian and ItalianPod101.com together!


In fact, most people who learn with Survival


Phrases - Italian become members of ItalianPod101.com.


It's FREE to join, and you'll get a special ItalianPod101.com member only training guide: 10 Best
Ways to Learn Italian Fast.


So what are you waiting for?


Click here to get your FREE Lifetime Account in less than a minute!


More Survival Phrases - Italian!


Continue on with Survival Phrases - Italian (Part 2) Lessons 31-60 available now.


In Part 2 the following are just a few of the topics you'll master:


★ Taking a taxi without being taken advantage of


★ Getting around and asking directions and actually understanding the answer!


★ Learning Italian using Italian, and making lots of friends in the process


★ Making the most of a hotel stay, and exploring alternatives to the beaten path


★ Visiting the Post office and mailing thing home
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★ Phone rentals and phone cards, don't travel without one!


★ Critical phrases for vegetarians and allergy suffers!


★ Talking to the doctor and explaining symptoms correctly


★ Getting the right medicine


★ Expressing yourself with adjectives and being understood


★ Home visits and proper protocol that will "wow" hosts


★ Getting help, this may be the most useful phrase you ever learn


Finally, thank you again!


If you have a story to share about how Survival Phrases - Italian helped you with your travels,
business, or personal relationships, we would love to hear about it!


Please e-mail us contactus@survivalphrases.com
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